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Cloaked Science

“- the use of scientific jargon and community norms to cloak or hide a political, ideological, or 
financial agenda within the appearance of legitimate scientific research.”

The Yan Reports

- Pre-prints on Zenodo (hosted by CERN and automatic DOI) 
- Evidence of genetic engineering proving the creation of 

SARS-CoV-2 on a lab.
- Paper later reported to be illegible and irreproducible by other 

researchers.



Cloaked Science



Human-In-Charge (HIC) approach

- Clear responsibility of humans during the decision-making process.

- Partial automation of the investigative process with multiple points of verification.

- Integration of internal and external ML tools and resources.

- Recursive methodology: from/to claim veracity to/from source credibility assessment.

Verifiable claims boost the credibility of a source

Claims from a credible source are likely truthful

Verifiable claim Credible Source



Are experts or official authorities making the claim?
 

- NER + NEL module
NLP model for entity extraction + dbpedia-spotlight model

- Combined with external resources:
- Online Social Media profiles

- dbpedia, wikipedia and specific databases (desmog.com)

- Researcher profile on google scholar or e-thesis online services

Assessment of the credibility of the source

Australian Government, ORG; BBC, ORG; BP, ORG; Chris 
Morrison, PER; Global Warming Policy Foundation, ORG; 
William Kininmonth, PER; …

Boston University, ORG; NASA, ORG; Nature Climate Change, 
ORG; Peking University, ORG



Is the outlet known for bias?
 

- Use of aggregated external resources

- Media Bias Fact Check, AllSides or Ad Fontes Media

- Beall’s list of potential predatory journals

- Caution on pre-prints or other non peer-review articles 

Assessment of the credibility of the source

considered PSEUDOSCIENCE-CONSPIRACY by MBFC

considered PRO-SCIENCE by MBFC



Assessment of the credibility of the source

What network is spreading the claim?

Given a Twitter user account MsW toolbox offers:

- Likelihood of it being a bot

- From users metadata

- Authorship attribution 

- Known Communities: Covid deniers, and Anthropogenic Climate Change deniers.
- Attribution to known authors

# tweets
# replies
# likes
date of creation
len(description)
username
…

Following Negationists on Twitter and Telegram: Application of NCD to the Analysis of Multiplatform Misinformation Dynamics - de Paz, A et al.

Tweets

ncd distance

Generators: 

Likelihood score

SVM/ Binary/
CNN N-ary classification

User



Is the headline claim supported by the text?

MsW toolbox integrates a Clickbait functionality.
LSTM models. Webis Clickbait Corpus 2017 (Potthast
et al. 2018)

- Headline stand-alone clickbait

Less common in misinformation.
Intent to educate, but can present issues as debatable

- Headline-summary difference clickbait

Used as misinformation. Although not in plain denial of science.
Headlines usually include a less nuance statement than body.

Assessment of the veracity of the claim

Rumor and clickbait detection by combining information divergence measures and deep learning techniques - Oliva, C et al.



Has this claim been fact-checked?

Ability to query from the widget:

In case of claims 

- Skeptics Stack Exchange
- Google Fact Checks

In case of a scientific publication

- Retraction Watch Database

Fact Checking: CO2 has no link to global warming

Assessment of the veracity of the claim



Are the resources accompanying the claim true to it?

 

- Reverse search via Yandex, Google Image
- Non-scalable
- Transfering to building own image bank

- Quote traceback via The Quotations Page, Wikiquote 
API

Reverse image 
search

DOI query to 
Retraction Watch DB

Vainshelboim B. Retracted: 
Facemasks in the COVID-19 era: A 

health hypothesis. 

Retracted on:
05/03/2021

Assessment of the veracity of the claim



In general, posts intentionally spreading disinformation aim to trigger strong emotions.

- Assess the tone of the post:

- Sentiment analysis 
- Wordcloud

- Highlight controversial topics

- Those where keywords are used in a partisan way by the communities/outlets talking about them.

Be wary of the intent of the claim



REST API integration

Integration: 
- Internal AI tools 
- External OSINT resources

Post / News Piece / Article

INPUT

DATA COLLECTION

Online Social 
Networks, 

News sites, 
External 

resources

DATA ANALYSIS

JSON RESULT

CONTENT 
REPRESENTATION

Labelled claims and 
tagged accounts

Human decision

Further relevant



FUTURE STEPS 

Advancing the Human-In-Charge methodology in order to perform attribution of coordinated 
misinformation campaigns.

- Datalake (news sources, multimodal information, Cyber Intelligence Feeds) + toolbox.

- Crowdsourcing to improve data curation for NER/NEL in the context of Wikipedia/DBPedia: 
Constructing a curated database of experts and researchers.

- System interoperability:

- Fact-checking services

- Domain specific databases

- AI techniques information extraction and linking

- Keep up with recent efforts on integrating intelligence about APTs and APMs: advanced 
manipulation campaigns and cyberwarfare

- Standardization: leveraging STIX + DISARM to go beyond Google Fact Checking 
Platform.


